



































































































































































































































































































































































































On the Newly Acquired Piranesi Volume, Views of Ronze, and an Early Copy
of the CataIQgo inciso
Michiaki Koshikawa
   In 1989 the National Museum of Western Art, Tokyo, acquired a volume contain-
ing sixty of Giambattista Piranesi's Vk7dute di Roma as well as an early copy of the
first state of his Qztalago Inciso (fig. 1). Subsequent investigations have shown that the
volume constitutes an interesting document pertaining to the artist's activities in 1761.
The Catalago bears an autograph dedication to Olivier Hope, a member of the Dutch
banker-merchant family (see fig. 6), who was close to the circle of Cardinal Alessandro
Albani. The set of sixty Vbdute was presented to Hope, together with the Ctztalago,
soon after Piranesi's dedication of six volumes to the Accademia di S. Luca in early
1761. Perhaps the Tokyo volume testifies to Piranesi's attempt to receive financial
support for his publication projects. We do not know if Olivier Hope ever acted as
Piranesi's patron, but surely their acquaintance affected Oliver's cousin, John Hope, in
his commission of a chimney piece design (fig. 5).
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